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Potential Sources of NIH Support for Sexual Medicine Research Funding

Find your Program Officer Match(es)

Find the best grant type

AUA Research

Potential Sources of NIH Support for Sexual Medicine Research Funding

NIDDK → NIA → NIMH → NIDA, NIAAA
NIDDK → NCI → NINR
NIDDK → NINDS
NIDDK → NIBIB
NIDDK → NHGRI
NIDDK → NIMHD

Find your Program Officer Match(es)
NIH RePORTER (VA too)

https://projectreporter.nih.gov/reporter.cfm
Potential Sources of **DOD** Support for Sexual Medicine Research Funding

- Prostate Cancer

- VA
- AHRQ
- NSF
- PCORI
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ADVANCING UROLOGY THROUGH RESEARCH FUNDING
more than 40 years

OVER 750 SCHOLARSHIPS AND AwarDEES

TOTALING NEARLY $30 MILLION
Recruit & Retain Urology Researchers

Medical Students Fellowships $4K
Residency Research Awards $10K
Physician Scientist Residency Training Awards $225K
Research Scholar Awards $40K
Rising Stars in Urology Research Awards $200K

Fellows (MD & PhD) and Jr Faculty

January
January
September
May

Application Deadline

• MDs
• MD, PhDs
• PhDs
• Other

Basic
Translational
Clinical
Outcomes

• AUA Sections
• AUA Affiliated Societies
• Foundations/Associations
• Private Donors
• Industry

New Discoveries for Urology Patients
OUR AWARDS IN SEXUAL MEDICINE

One of the first two AUA Research Scholar Awards was in Sexual Medicine

Since then, 41 Awards:
24 Research Scholars
   6 Medical Students
1 Rising Stars in Urology Research Award
1 Bridge Award
6 Pfizer/Urology Care Foundation Urologic Research Training Awards

$1.615 Million invested in sexual medicine research
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FUNDAMENTALS - I
Talk to people.
Ask lots of questions.
Educate yourself.
Annual workshop to foster career development in urologic research by providing participants with a solid foundation for successful grant writing. Activities include:

- Funding agencies (e.g., NCI, NIA, NIDDK, VA)
- One-on-one mentoring
- Mock peer review (NIH CSR Participation)
- Research project management
- Career development
- Supported by NIDDK and Urology Care Foundation

Past workshop attendees have been awarded $9 million in research funding
Online Research Education Courses

Designed to Build on the AUA’s successful clinical education program, increase engagement with AUA Research, and provide a revenue stream for AUA Research programming.

**LAUNCHED** Nov 2018: “Writing a Successful Career Development Award Application”

Launching Fall 2019: “Introduction to Big Data and ‘Omics’ in Urology Research”
Research AUA

https://www.bwfund.org/career-tools

Grant Programs  Career Tools  Newsroom  About

Career Tools

- Articles
  - Academic Tenure-Track Offer Letters
  - Considering Tenure
  - Consider These Things Before Setting Up Your Lab

- Career Development Guides
  - Communicating Science: Giving Talks
  - Moving On
  - Starting the Lab
  - Thriving in an Era of Team Science
  - Working with Institutional Review Boards
  - Advancing Careers
  - Experimental Quality
  - Intellectual Property

- Lab Management Guides
  - Excellence Everywhere: A Resource for Scientists Launching Research Careers in Emerging Science Centers
  - Making the Right Moves

Research News and Announcements
- BWF in the News
- STEM Education Programs Receive Boost from the Fund
- Learning the Ropes of Science Journalism

Tips: Check out our latest career guides on experimental quality.

Explore Career Tools
FUNDAMENTALS - I
Talk to people.
Ask lots of questions.
Educate yourself.

FUNDAMENTALS - II
Collaborate.
Science! People! Writing!
Apply.
Apply.
Apply.
Apply.
See you in WASHINGTON, DC!

May 15-18, 2020